gib is necessary and no accuracy of motion is required. It is simply necessary to insure that their position is accurate when they are clamped for the special work to be done.
116.	Lubrication.    The  question  of strength   rarely enters
into the determination  of  the dimensions of sliding surfaces;
these are determined   rather  by  considerations  of  minimizing
wear and   maintaining  lubrication.    As  long as a  film  of oil
separates the surfaces,  wear is  reduced to a minimum.    The
allowable   pressure   between   the   surfaces   without   destruction
of the  film   of  lubricant   varies   with  several  conditions.    To
make this clear, suppose a drop of oil to be put into the middle
of an accurately finished surface plate (/>., as close an approxi
mation to a plane surface* as can be produced); suppose another
exactly similar plate to be placed upon it for an instant;   the
oil-drop will be spread out because of the force due to the weight
of the upper plate.    Had the plate been heavier it would have
been spread out  more.    If the  plate were allowed to  remain
a longer time, the oil would be still further spread out, and if
its weight and the time were sufficient, the oil would finally be
squeezed entirely out from  between the plates, and the metal
surfaces would come into contact.    The squeezing out of the oil
is, therefore, a function of the time as well as of pressure.
If the surfaces under pressure move over each other, the removal of the oil is facilitated. The greater the velocity of movement the more* rapidly will the oil be removed, and therefore the squeezing out of the oil is also a function of the velocity of the rubbing surfaces.
117.	Allowable Bearing Pressure.    Flat surfaces in machines
are particularly diilu'ult to make perfectly true in the first place,
and to keep true in the course of operation of the machines.
If they are distorted ever so slightly the pressure between the sur
faces becomes concentrated at one small area, and the actual pres
sure per square inch is vastly in excess of the nominal pressure.

